The ‘ngisipet’ and trachoma prevention: solving the latrine problem in nomadic tribes
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There is a global commitment to eliminate trachoma by 2020. Many different governmental and non-governmental agencies, in conjunction with industry, are working hard to achieve this aim. It relies on implementing the whole SAFE strategy: surgical treatment for trichiasis (S), widespread distribution of antibiotics (A), face-washing with other hygiene measures (F), and environmental improvement (E).

A clean, reliable water supply is vital to this process. Equally important is changing the defecation habits of many tribal people, as this will decrease the number of flies that carry the disease. It is thought that the principal carrier of trachoma, Musca sorbens, lays its eggs mostly on human faeces lying exposed on soil and not on excreta of other species or on human faeces in latrines. The World Health Organization recommendation is to use either latrines or what is referred to as ‘ventilation-improved pits’. However, for nomadic tribes, these present various disadvantages, the most obvious being:

- they are not portable, so are not useful to tribes who move around from day to day.
- they are expensive, and multiple latrines would be needed to accommodate the nomadic lifestyle.
- they are difficult to build in a semi-arid climate where mechanical digging tools are not readily available.

There may be additional concerns with the use of latrines. Experience with the Samburu tribe in Kenya has shown that both women and men are very private about their toilet habits. They would therefore never use a latrine, as it would make their intentions obvious to any observer. The Samburu in general, and especially the children, are also frightened of dark holes because of the possibility that they may harbour potentially lethal snakes. Unfortunately, latrines are little more than dark holes in the ground. Consequently, latrines that are installed by well-meaning organisations are often left untouched. Latrines used as rubbish pits can also pose a danger to children.

The Ol Malo Eye Project, with the Ol Malo Trust, has been working on the elimination of trachoma from the Samburu tribe since 2003, with surgical camps, antibiotic distribution, and education. We were also successful at improving face-washing. However, we were uncertain about how to change the tribe’s toilet habits, as the project was working with the Samburu at their invitation and within their cultural boundaries.

The option chosen was to teach the tribe members to cover their faeces. To help put this idea into practice, we employed the local spear-maker to make a small trowel now signifies the status of that individual. The trowel is a symbol of the warrior, and the warrior’s word is final. It is important to stress that the trowel should only be offered to nomadic people; some Samburu have settled permanently close to towns and their children attend schools. In this situation, where there has been a shift in culture, the use of fixed latrines can be encouraged.

The Ol Malo Trust works within the Samburu tribal structure, liaising closely with the women and the elders. Any idea, such as the trowel, is discussed in detail with the tribe, created in conjunction with the women, and then taken before a committee of elders for their approval. They consult the wider group of elders and then return to the Ol Malo Trust with their decision.

This approach should be encouraged for any organisation hoping to successfully work with a tribal culture. If the aims of VISION 2020 are to be met, it is vital that cultural interests and taboos are acknowledged when the SAFE strategy is being implemented. It is important to stress that the trowel should only be offered to nomadic people; some Samburu have settled permanently close to towns and their children attend schools. In this situation, when there has been a shift in culture, the use of fixed latrines can be encouraged. However, the trowel may be of use to other sub-Saharan nomadic tribes.
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